The world’s first blockchainbased social platform where
users create their own real world
3D chat rooms with their phones
Who We Are
We are innovators of the first photorealistic platform where
users can use their mobile phone camera to create chat
rooms as a virtual replica of any real world environment. Our
vision is to monetize messaging by transforming chat into a
3D virtual experience for users, businesses and brands.

What can Yizoot do?

How does it work?
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Join group chats, insert 3D models and
move around in the chat room.

2

Businesses and Brands can create public
chat rooms as virtual 3D stores.

3

Users can search public 3D chat rooms
on the Yizoot World interface and earn
from interacting with advertisers
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User creates a 3D chat room
of any scene by recording
the environment with their
mobile phone camera (on
the app) and uploading it to
the Yizoot server

The Yizoot photogrammetric
engine generates and
renders the scene in a
photorealistic 3D format
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User can now download the
3D chat room and share
with friends to join as a
group chat

All participants can now
send messages and
images/videos as a virtual
message while exploring
the room in 3D as a
walkthrough
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Users can also augment the
room by inserting AR gifts
and 3D objects which can be
purchased and downloaded
from the Yizoot library

Users can discover and join
public chat rooms set up by
location-based advertisers,
brands and hosts of open
parties

Partners
Our service partners present a wealth of technical,
marketing and blockchain experience. We have filed two
international Patent Applications to protect our
technology.

7
Businesses and advertisers can insert 3D products and public
showrooms through the rewards advertising platform (RAP),
which can be searched by users on the Yizoot World map
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Brands and businesses buy ad packages
Users are paid for sharing & clicking ads
Creators sell Yizoot World assets
Users buy Yizoot World assets
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Users buy app upgrades
Users buy goods & services
Peer to peer token payment

A Tokens are paid as fees by advertisers
B Tokens are paid (commissions) to creators

Roadmap

Generation of YZU token
and smart contract

info@yizoot.com

